
What has been the collaboration with The Link and was there a favorite part/story?

Our vision has been to make the world a better place by living up to the promise that everyone

benefits from their association with Andersen. This promise includes the communities where we live

and work. We are proud to give back to our communities, and to inspire possibility by empowering

people and communities to achieve their full potential. We give back to our communities through

philanthropic contributions, donation of product, and volunteerism. Our Pride+ employee resource

group just this June completed a virtual volunteer event, where employees created kitchen and

cleaning packs for The Link’s clients. Our employees learned about homelessness and its impact on

their neighbors and LGBTQ youth. It was incredibly meaningful to participate and give back.

What would be your dream project be with The Link in the future?

In the future when we can meet together safely, it would be a wonderful opportunity to host a panel of

The Link’s clients to speak about their journey and share their stories with our employees. The Link

also offers the opportunity to make meals for clients and Andersen’s community relations specialist,

Traci Norum, looks forward to a time when employees can do just that: safely create meals for clients.

Until then, we will continue to serve this incredible organization in whatever way makes the most

sense for The Link. 
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Tell us a little about your

organization/business and how you got

connected to The Link?

For over 118 years, our drive to make windows

and doors that are different and better has

been at the heart of our company. It has led us

to pioneer new products, set higher standards

for our entire industry and, ultimately, be

America’s premier window manufacturer. It’s

also why we continue to be welcomed into

distinctive and expressive homes, becoming

part of the life within them.  

Andersen Corporation

We give back to our communities through philanthropic contributions, donation of product, and

volunteerism. Recently the Andersen Corporate Foundation was honored to present The Link with a

financial donation to support its Housing Services Division.


